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Visual Streamline FAQ 

What are the different costs used for? 
 

The different costs in the system are summarized below: 

 

Average Cost This is the costing method used for inventory valuation balancing and GL.  This cost can’t be 
modified through any update routine.  Average cost is updated through purchases, and if you find 
that an average cost is not accurate and you require a change, this needs to be done via Cost 
Adjustments, made through the inventory transaction module.   This is the cost used when you do 
inventory adjustments, confirm shipments.  Average cost is located in:  Inventory > Product Master 
> Product Code Lookup > Warehouses > Details.  To view the weighted average cost history, you 
can park on an average cost and press F5 to see historical costs for a product. 

 

Landed Cost This is the supplier’s cost after all items such as freight, currently, discounts etc. have been factored 
in.  You can view the Landed cost through:  Inventory > Master Files > Product Code Lookup > 
Supplier Info.   

 

Standard Cost This cost may or may not be used depending on your Business rule settings.  It can be manually 
overwritten.  It is not a controlled field.  Whenever a change is made to a Landed Cost record, you 
will be prompted to update the standard cost, and if you answer YES the standard cost will also 
update to be in sync with the landed.  However if you answer NO, then the standard cost will not be 
updated at all and it will not be the same as the landed cost.  Standard cost is located in:  Inventory 
> Master Files > Product Code Lookup > Warehouses > Details.  It is located right beneath the 
weighted average cost record. 

 

Business rules that affect costing: 

BR INV02 Costing method for booking inventory cost 
This BR controls what cost is used for booking inventory.  It is recommended to have this business 
rule set to AVERAG; because this is the only method that will allow you to balance to the GL. 

BR INV04 Costing method used for quoted and orders 
This BR controls what cost uses see on orders and quotes. 

BR SO02 Cost base for cost plus pricing 
This BR controls which cost is used when ‘COST PLUS’ pricing is used on a quote, deal, or price 
code. 

BR SO06 Trigger for setting inventory cost 
This BR controls when the cost is picked up by the system for sales.  It is recommended to have this 
Business rule set to Invoice. This means that when a sale is made, you want the system to grab the 
average cost at the time of invoicing/confirmation as that is when inventory is relieved. This ensures 
that the cost is the same for both inventory valuation and GL postings. 

 


